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Abstract
This article examined two English teachers’ professional identities based on a series of interviews conducted in two universities in Bogotá, Colombia. This paper examined their experiences and discourses regarding language pedagogy. Accordingly, the study adopted a narrative methodology from a decolonial lens to put some tension on the normative conception of the traditional/hegemonic notions of pedagogy and teacher identities configured in the Colombian English Language Teaching (ELT) context. Findings revealed that teachers enact their language pedagogies by merging their personal selves with their professional ones. As a result, identities and ways of knowing are validated in negotiation between doing and being. This posture towards teaching exposes their ontological and epistemic struggles for humanizing their pedagogy.
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Resumen
Este artículo examinó las identidades profesionales de dos profesores de inglés basándose en una serie de entrevistas realizadas en dos universidades en Bogotá, Colombia. El estudio examinó sus experiencias y discursos con respecto a su pedagogía de lengua. En consecuencia, el estudio adoptó un lente decolonial para poner cierta tensión en la concepción normativa de las nociones tradicionales / hegemónicas de pedagogía e identidad docente configuradas en el contexto de la enseñanza del idioma
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Inglés (ELT). Los hallazgos revelaron que los docentes promulgan sus pedagogías de lengua fusionando su yo personal con el profesional. Como resultado, las identidades y las formas de conocimiento se validan en la negociación entre hacer y ser. Esta postura hacia la enseñanza expone sus luchas ontológicas y epistémicas para humanizar su propia pedagogía.
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**Introduction**

There is an upsurge in recognizing the plurality and diversity of the ways of living, being, and thinking of English teachers (e.g., Montoya-López, Mosquera-Andrade & Peláez-Henao, 2020; Soto-Molina & Méndez, 2020; Ubaque-Casallas & Aguirre-Garzón, 2020; Ubaque-Casallas & Castañeda-Peña, 2020; Granados-Beltrán, 2016). Notably, the dominant ideology, epistemology, and knowledge-based methodology unquestioned for decades has started to be contested by local knowledges (Walsh, 2009) and ways of thinking and doing otherwise. In this respect, I believe that pedagogy is still a whole dimension for English language teaching (ELT), commonly understood as the approach to teaching. By extension, it has conditioned the pedagogical application of some principles merely to implement theories and practices of teaching in which conventional Western pedagogy views the teacher as a knowledge holder and the student as the recipient of that knowledge (Freire, 2008). The former evidences the dominance over language and language pedagogy in the ELT field. In fact, in the Colombian ELT context, curriculum and methodologies have dictated the formulas to guarantee a successful teaching practice (Quintero & Guerrero, 2010). This top-down approach has turned out in a vast category, the product of standardized assumptions of teaching (Magrini, 2014) that has served to validate an academic discourse in which “the construction and imposition of terminology reinforce and instill an inferiority complex in the minds of the subaltern.” (Kumaravadivelu, 2014, p. 12)

This immovable pedagogy has left aside personal theories and practices in which individuals reflect upon and experience different personal, social, political, and cultural realities. I believe there is still much complicity between those who propose the methods and theories of language teaching and we (teachers) who follow them without questioning the coercion, subjugation, and epistemic violence they abet. This assumption derives from my locus of enunciation (Grosfoguel, 2011) as a teacher educator. Departing from my own experience, I have found that some of the central ideologies of contemporary English language teaching have their origin in the constructions of colonialism. This has generated in a specific way the hegemonic construction of unique knowledge, an ideal being, and a universal way of doing that has diminished and weakened the agency’s capacity, which is “a key factor to reduce inequalities” (Archanjo, Barahona & Finardi, 2019, p. 73) among whom we educate, and by whom we are educated.
With this assumption in mind, I think it is possible to propose a problematization of the teaching pedagogical practice and knowledge production by enabling the transformation of the discourse and relationships of inequality in the production of knowledge, in educational contexts where colonial and imperial histories (Andreotti, 2011) have been present. Hence, I directly address the ELT field, where most foundations regarding language teaching, learning, and professional identity are rooted in North/Western epistemologies (e.g., Borg, 2003; Johnson, 2006; Mitchell, 2014).

However, I do not intend to deny the fundamental significance brought forth by the implementation of methods and approaches in language teaching. Nevertheless, I aim to re-signify the epistemological, theoretical, and methodological principles to give coherence to a language pedagogy that revolves not only around the nature of the language. I intend to offer an ethical and aesthetic dimension from which the teacher gives meaning to teaching by enacting the possibilities of being and doing otherwise. Consequently, this study aims to provide a local understanding of language pedagogy in the ELT field. As such, far from opposing existing conceptions of professional identity and language pedagogy, it is interested in enriching existing knowledge regarding the subject of study. This is why data constructed by two teachers of English and reported in this manuscript intend to add a different glance towards a more diverse, local, and alternative vision of language pedagogy that continues to be permeated by a colonial legacy.

This study adopts a decolonial lens to analyze the normative conception of the traditional/hegemonic notion of language pedagogy and teacher identity configured in the ELT context. This assumption is quite essential as the study intends to transition from a critical to a decolonial epistemology/methodology in which both stories and experiences become “counter-narratives that [...] challenge the narratives of the master, modernity, eurocentrism, and coloniality” (Zabala, 2016, p. 3). I also attempt to promote a “local-to-local connection” (Veronelli, 2016, pp. 405-406) among those who are interested in finding an epistemological rupture in which “the subaltern community has to unfreeze and activate its latent agentive capacity” (Kumaravadivelu, 2016, pp. 80-81).

Theoretical Considerations

Notions about Colonial Knowledge

The coloniality of knowledge is a concept this study understands as (1) the power and the epistemic knowledge that has been Westernized (Grosfoguel, 2006) and (2) as the repression of other ways of producing knowledge separate from the white European scientific one (Walsh, 2005). Such coloniality then encapsulates the Euro-American model’s dominance over English language teaching, in which language education programs have worked as
engines of coloniality (Shahjahan & Morgan 2015). Nonetheless, such subalternization can be explained due to the economic dominance over education models around the globe.

In Colombia, ELT's coloniality has been tailored and made evident by adopting the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) as the national standard. For instance, the alignment of the national exams Saber 11 and Saber Pro with the reference above, the untouched but not unquestioned instruction and training on methods in language education programs, and the Bilingualism Plans the Ministry of Colombia has been promoting as the only way for Colombian citizens to become competitive in the global market. This interest born inside the nation/state configuration has caused English language teaching worldwide to become regarded as apolitical, ahistorical, and devoid of any moral, cultural or ethical character (Pessoa & de Urzêda Freitas, 2012).

Taking into consideration that the ELT field is ideological as it reflects the interests of individuals or groups who are often in positions of power (Canagarajah, 2008), I want to approach such coloniality of knowledge by mapping local language pedagogies to enact a decolonial option (Kumaravadivelu, 2016; Mignolo, 2011) in matters of teaching. In doing so, I consider that not only can colonial notions of pedagogical knowledge be scrutinized, but they (notions) can also make visible those who are transgressing such colonial heritage by engaging in “ways of knowing which are alternative to occidental hegemony” (Alvarado, 2015, p. 110).

**Pedagogy in Language Pedagogy**

Western / American ways of knowing have influenced how teachers construct their knowledge and identities. The dominant educational practices in the Colombian ELT setting are based on a monolithic, top-down discourse (Cárdenas, González, & Álvarez, 2010) evident in both Teacher Education Programs (TEPs) and the paradigms that underpin them. As Freire and Macedo (2003) put it, such a discourse creates a culture of silence that, I believe, ends up instrumentalizing English language teaching associating indoctrination and ideological imposition over ways of knowing and doing. There have always been theoretical roots in English language teaching, in which particular emphasis on the absorption of methods and methodologies has been a trend (Kumaravadivelu, 2006). Most TEPs in Colombia, if not all, instruct student-teachers in mastering theoretical and practical knowledge where language pedagogy is not the exception (Cárdenas, González, & Álvarez, 2010).

Here, I think it is relevant then to refer to the concept of method since it has been regarded as a “colonial construct of marginality” (Kumaravadivelu, 2003, p. 541) and, as a result, has become the theoretical principle by which many teaching practices are governed. Regarding this claim, it cannot be denied that language teaching methodologies have had a considerable influence on how English is taught. In Colombia, this influence has been made
evident in (1) the training workshops offered by international publishing houses (Cárdenas et al., 2010); (2) the extensive and insistent bilingual policies the Ministry of Education imposes (Gómez-Sará, 2017); and (3) by the best practices, usually designed by center-based experts, that supposedly guarantee excellent results. Nevertheless, these approaches have created, as I see it, an incomplete perspective over language pedagogy.

According to Granados-Beltrán (2018):

It is focused on the meeting of standards, which represent a certain level of acquisition of that skill. However, language pedagogy has an ethical goal that goes into the construction of intersubjective meanings that help us both to understand ourselves and others in the interest of better societies. (p. 175)

I echo this former notion in which language pedagogy has to go beyond the mastering of skills as “pedagogy without a modifier is an official pedagogy, at the service of the political and economic system that sustains, promotes and also drops it in favor of more “efficient” occupations” (Palermo, 2014, p. 4). I argue that language pedagogy, in the Colombian ELT field, needs to detach itself from the “educational theories, values, evidence, and justifications of what one needs to know” (Alexander, 2008, p. 47) to become a more personal response to exist in the history, context, and reality where teaching occurs. With this, I mean to advocate for a language pedagogy that not only follows theoretical principles or a set of procedures but also, and mainly, that it be an extension of the personal epistemology and ontology of the teacher of English. In pursuing this, I aim to construct a language pedagogy that can be “understood as an essential methodology within and for social, political, ontological, and epistemic struggles for liberation (Walsh, 2013, p. 29).

Although this abovementioned definition is aligned with Freire’s (1972) notion of pedagogy, I would like to add other realms in which pedagogy is perceived in a broader sense:

As something given, as in handed, revealed; as in breaking through, transgressing, disrupting, displacing, inverting inherited concepts and practices, those psychic, analytic, and organizational methodologies we deploy to know what we believe we know to make different conversations and solidarities possible; as both [an] epistemic and ontological project bound to our beingness (Alexander, 2006, p. 22).

Then, to cohere with those above, I believe that in ELT, it cannot be denied that there are evidentiary colonial roots that have made language pedagogy become detached from the ethical goal Granados-Beltrán (2018) talked about. Therefore, as “knowledge is both foundational and fundamental to any attempt at imagining a future that is fundamentally different from the present” (Ndlovu, 2018, p. 95), legitimizing local knowledges and ways of knowing, being, and doing seems essential to re-signify what we understand as language pedagogy in the ELT field.
Consequently, it seems relevant not to oppose existing theoretical and methodological principles in ELT but to enrich language pedagogy by regarding Colombian teachers of English not just as consumers of one type of knowledge but as intellectuals who can exercise their epistemological agency. Therefore, based on teachers’ construction of practical and theoretical understanding of their reality as Colombian teachers of English, I would like to think of language pedagogy as a space in which knowing, doing, and becoming reflect modes of collective re-existence that might end up in the configuration of new horizons towards the decolonial.

**Identities in English Language Teachers**

Identity is “both contingent and relational. In other words, “who we are as humans varies according to who we are talking to, where, and for what purposes” (Vásquez, 2011, p. 539). In fact, as teacher identity is a complex but fragmented construction that involves agency, emotions, meaning systems, and the self (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009), the identity of a teacher enacts many practices that depart from their personal beliefs of teaching, being, and doing. This is what makes identity a more complicated term to define. Among some definitions that popped up in the literature I consulted, not only is teacher identity maintained and negotiated through language and discourse (Varghese, Morgan, Johnston, & Johnson, 2005), but it is also a dynamic and complex process marked by internal and external factors (Bloomfield, 2010). For instance, Barkhuizen (2017) attempted to conceptualize language teacher identities (LTIs). For him:

> LTIs are cognitive in that language teachers constantly strive to make sense of themselves [...] LTIs are also cognitive because they concern teachers’ beliefs, theories, and philosophies about language teaching, and they relate to both content and pedagogical knowledge. LTIs are also obviously social. they are enacted, constructed, negotiated, and projected with others - language learners, teacher colleagues, administrators, and policymakers - within both local (e.g., in the classroom) and more global contexts (e.g., the language teaching profession). (p. 4)

Although these definitions have helped me understand what teacher identity might be, these could not fully account for language teacher identities in the Colombian setting. Since being a teacher is a complex activity in which any social being is unique with individual differences (Burns & Richards, 2009), this means that language teacher identities must also depart from “the geo-political and body-political location of the subject that speaks” (Grosfoguel, 2011, p. 5).

Hence, within the Colombian research field, Castañeda-Peña (2018) highlights that “English language teaching and learning identities are more oriented towards that goal of identifying decontextualized forms of being in the field of teaching, where there is a single and monolithic idea of the language teacher and a single and fixed idea of the language
student” (p. 18). This assumption is critical since it supports the premise that just a single type of existence has been allowed in teaching and learning English. This means that a dominant way of existing as an English teacher and, by extension, as an English learner persists (Castañeda-Peña, 2018). Then, this ontological form of colonization and subalternization of being continues to be reproduced through discourses of professional identity linked either to epistemes from the North/West (see Block, 2006; Pavlenko & Blackledge, 2004) or to notions of recognition from terms such as English Teachers who continue to impose a notion of marginalization in the ELT field. A widespread ideology has privileged native speakers as superior in language learning and teaching (Holliday, 2005).

Paradoxically, even in praxis, LTIs have been relegated to function, from the very conception of language, as a “tool of domination, conquest, and colonization” (García, 2019, p. 152). As a result, there is a state of unconsciousness and passivity regarding teacher identity. For this reason, this study highlights that as teachers build an understanding of who they are in their professional context, their teaching identity is relevant due to their connection with teaching and learning (Izadinia, 2013). Therefore, LTIs could be best understood if language pedagogies are mapped not just to approach the routinization of practice (Schön, 1983) but to include a moment of reflection on the position of ontological hegemony over identity and pedagogy.

Methodology

This study adopts a narrative design (Moen, Gudmundsdottir & Flem, 2003) to approach, via narrative interviews, Lucas’ and Patrick’s experiences regarding language pedagogy. Since I regard narratives as “the primary scheme by which human existence is rendered meaningful” (Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 1), I cannot detach myself from a personal assumption in which I decide to focus on how Lucas and Patrick assign meaning to the stories they share with me. Consequently, I commit to using narrative research as a tool to position their and my own political, social, ethical, and epistemic project of knowledge if we consider the colonial structures, conditions of power, and epistemic impositions.

Within the methodological responsibility this study assumes, there is a commitment to break the chain of epistemic unconsciousness, which has been tied to methodological interventions in which I also recognize a colonizing genealogy (Patel, 2019); “a matter not considered by intra-European hermeneutics centered on its corresponding methodological proposals with universal scope” (Borsani, 2014, p. 162). It is for this reason that the methodological proposal set forth here looks for an alterative conversation (Ortiz-Ocaña & Arias-López, 2019) that seeks to abandon the claim of “investigative subjectivation” (Haber, 2011) and instead worries about making it clear that teachers of English, as colonized subjects, are capable of managing their pedagogy. In this sense, narrative research becomes
a tool to ensure “that the subordinate can speak” (Mendoza, 2016, p. 112). Such an alternative conversation allows me to move from a critical to a more decolonial perspective in which such a research methodology becomes my decolonial doing as a researcher.

Consequently, assuming that each conversation is a narrative in, from, and about life, I echo Stone-Mediatore (2003, p. 150), who explains that:

Telling their own stories enables them (the narrator) to claim epistemic authority as well as to counter the objectified, dehumanized representations of them circulated by others. Narratives that probe ways to articulate and situate unspoken tensions in everyday life can transform experience, helping those of us who have been reduced to victim to claim agency.

Context of the Study and Participants

Two teachers of English who work at well-known universities in Bogotá, Colombia, shared their teaching experiences in this study. Lucas and Patrick (not their real names) participated in a six-month study to collect their narratives regarding their pedagogies of teaching in the university contexts where they work. Both hold an MA in Applied Linguistics to TEFL and have more than twelve years of experience teaching English in multiple and varied educational contexts in Colombia. They were invited to converse in this study as they are active members of the local ELT community in Colombia and have provided relevant knowledge on language pedagogy. Something worth documenting in this study.

Data Construction and Analysis

As a narrative is a way of accessing knowledge (Domínguez & Herrera, 2011), I did not look for a process of data collection. Instead, I tried to work on a data construction process from which I could access narrative knowledge. This process started with the conversations I engaged in with Lucas and Patrick. In this process, I positioned myself in what Ortiz-Ocaña and Arias López (2019) denote as Communal Contemplating. This can be understood as the intention of trying to configure a “decolonial feeling-listening-experiencing-observing, a collective listening-perceiving-observing” (p. 10), in which other knowledge can emerge since those who participate in conversation do not seek an authoritative position. In doing so, I acknowledged that my positioning was not intended to abstract information from those with whom I was conversing, but instead, I was trying to configure their and my subjectivity by engaging in an Alterative Conversation (Ortiz-Ocaña & Arias-López, 2019) in which “the comprehensive conceptual configurations, the wisdoms - “other” knowledge - are forged” (Walsh, 2013, p. 138). In fact, as conversations with Lucas and Patrick proposed a dialogue about identities, language pedagogies, and their vestige of coloniality in which, according to Grosfoguel (2010), it is necessary to seek not the breaking of the link between the subject of the enunciation, but its positioning within “the colonial power/knowledge structures from
which the subject speaks” (p. 459), they were not subjected to respond to a particular prompt, nor did they receive guidelines to engage in conversation. Instead, they were invited to talk about their pedagogical practices as these were striving to recover pedagogy in language as a mechanism of unlearning, learning, and relearning (Escobar-Gómez, 2019). Finally, I moved into a Configurative Reflection mode to problematize practices, knowledge, and feelings (Ortiz-Ocaña & Arias-López, 2019), functioning as a system of meaning in the experiences shared. This became not only an ethical endeavor in which Lucas and Patrick were invited to read the subjective essence of our conversations but the thing that allowed me to disclose and reveal the intimacy of our conversations in this manuscript.

Findings

Experiences reported hereafter configure the analytical lens to understand language pedagogies after observing, feeling with, and listening to Lucas and Patrick. I consider it worth mentioning that the attempt made in the following memories/narratives was to focus on “the knower rather than on the known” (Mignolo, 2009, p. 4), and as such, the analysis below is one of listening to know what they have to say, and understanding what is said in order not to fall into an extractivist methodology limited to coding or categorizing their experiences.

My Conversation with Lucas

Lucas is a teacher of English who currently works for a private university in Bogotá, Colombia. Lucas has more than 25 years of experience and has worked in various BA programs in which he has acquired vast experience teaching diverse populations. Lucas, for the last 12 years, has been interested in working with pre-service teachers. During this time, he has been able to reconstruct his own identity as a teacher of English and has been able to position himself as a language pedagogy teacher: “I do not really see myself as an English teacher now, I see myself as a teacher of pedagogy perhaps more than an English teacher,” he states. The aforementioned is quite interesting as research suggests that identity construction is a socially legitimated process where individuals interpret themselves as a particular person within a specific context (Beijaard, Meijer & Verloop, 2004). Nonetheless, Lucas narrates his professional persona underlying the interweaving relation between his identity and his practice.

For Lucas, the main reason why he now sees himself more as a language pedagogy teacher is the fact that he builds his professional identity on four keywords. The first one:
decirlo de alguna manera yo pensaría en cuatro palabras. La primera, como que creo que es la palabra y su poder transformador, yo como docente siento que, gran parte de mi profesión es por la calidad de la palabra y el uso que hago de la misma ya que yo trato de establecer relaciones más amenas con los estudiantes no solo de -yo lo sé, yo les digo- mi poder como profesor no está en lo que impongo, está en cómo me relaciono más justamente. Por eso lo que hago, como lo hago, lo que leemos, busca esto que te acabo de decir. ²

Lucas seems to engage in the construction of his own professional identity based on more open relationships. Such an agency opens new possibilities to advance in reflections toward other possible ways of knowing in the ELT field that move away from English instruction’s colonial histories. For example, Buchanan (2015) underlines that there is a mutual relationship between one’s professional agency and professional identity:

An individual’s professional agency is reciprocally related to his or her professional identity. As teachers construct an understanding of who they are within their school and professional context, they take actions that they believe align with that construction. Those actions (and how the actions are perceived by others) then [provide] feedback into the ongoing identity construction process. (p. 704)

Now, Lucas’ use of the language is essential for establishing more dialogical/open relationships with students. In this respect, although Lucas acknowledges holding some power, it is more constructed than imposed (Ramos, 2004). Importantly, although colonial histories have become a critical concern within TESOL (Kumaravadivelu, 2016; Motha, 2014), power has been regarded, mainly, from a canonical disciplinary lens. However, Lucas challenges colonial ways of thinking about power and identity when choosing not to continue reproducing hegemonic teacher-student relationships within the EFL classroom. Legitimately, Lucas engages in a decolonial pedagogical bio praxis in which his thinking and doing as a teacher consider “the other” and thus avoid subalternization. According to Ortiz-Ocaña, Arias- López, and Pedrozo- Conedo (2018), “the decolonial pedagogical bio praxis are expressed, manifested and materialized [...] in teaching, in learning and in evaluating” (p. 215). Lucas’ pedagogical bio praxis mainly made evident his decision of feeling, thinking, and acting otherwise (Ortiz-Ocaña, 2017) in his teaching practice.

The second word Lucas uses to define his professional self is patience.

La segunda, que es un asunto de paciencia. Yo creo que es una habilidad que he venido trabajando a través de los años y es una paciencia entendida no sólo como el hecho de que yo tengo que saber escuchar lo que las

² Well, I do not really see myself as an English teacher now. I see myself as a pedagogy teacher more than an English teacher. However, I think of four words that define who I am..., in a narrative capsule, to put it somehow, I would think of four words. The first one is word. I think it is the word and its transforming power. As a teacher, I feel that a large part of my profession is due to the quality of the words and the use I make of them since I try to establish more pleasant relationships with the students not just - I know, I tell them - My power as a teacher is not in what I impose, it is in how I relate more fairly with them. That is why what I do, how I do it, what we read, aims to achieve what I just told you.
Patience seems to be a relevant category upon which to build his own professional identity. The fact that Lucas is aware of the importance of listening to interact with students evidences his effort “to amplify the voices, experiences, and histories of students often erased in the classroom” (Silva, 2018, p. 375), a practice of subalternization teachers may engage in when imposing power relationships in the classroom (Gutierrez, 2016), either consciously or unconsciously.

Lucas give evidence that neutrality and objectivity in teaching seem not to be an option since we always speak from a particular location within global structures (Anzaldua, 2009; Mignolo, 2007). As such, nobody escapes “the class, sexual, gender, spiritual, linguistic, geographical, and racial hierarchies of the modern/colonial capitalist/patriarchal world-system” (Grosfoguel, 2008, p. 2) that we seem to touch upon in the pedagogical praxis.

The third word Lucas uses is conviction.

Lucas offers a lens to approach a language pedagogy other from the regular canon in the ELT. This epistemic/practical disobedience is what Mignolo (2009) argues as being the one way to shift the geography of reason and decolonize knowledge. For those reading this article, by epistemic disobedience, Mignolo means to de-link from the Western epistemological assumption through which the world is built. In his words:

All knowledges are situated, and every knowledge is constructed. The question is: who, when, why is constructing knowledges? Why did euro centered epistemology conceal its own geo-historical and biographical locations and succeed in creating the idea of universal knowledge as if the knowing subjects were also universal? This illusion is pervasive today in the social sciences, the

---

3 The second one is patience. Teaching is a matter of patience. I believe that it is a skill that I have been working on over the years, and patience is understood not only as the fact that I have to know how to listen to what other people tell me to be able to interact effectively with them. Without understanding that the learning processes are of an informed time and an invested time, I cannot teach anything. For me, that is the patience I talk about. Patience to understand the times and times invested by people in their activities, who they are, what they are.

4 The third would be conviction. It would mean a kind of charisma. I think that in teaching, it is vital to see things not always from my learning angle but others’ learning angles. If I only look at what I believe, it would be like teaching myself.
humanities, the natural sciences...epistemic disobedience means to delink from the illusion of the zero-point epistemology. (Mignolo, 2009, p.160)

Then, Lucas echoes such epistemic disobedience by being a teacher who does not conform to the disciplinary-based instruction traditionally framed by teachers’ knowledge and a grand colonial narrative in which linguistic and procedural knowledge have been the central tenet (Darling-Hammond & Lieberman, 2012). He devises ways to not only incorporate his learning perspective but to add his students’. I believe Lucas’s acting evidences a way of doing otherwise and positions knowledge that distances itself from the disciplinary canon in ELT.

Walsh (2007), for example, affirms that knowledge has value, color, and a place of origin, which, in Latin America, is evident “in the maintenance of Eurocentrism as the only or at least the most hegemonic dominant perspective of knowledge” (p. 28). Remarkably, ELT keeps on neglecting or at least relegating the thinking of the localized epistemes that, as in Lucas’ case, act otherwise to draw a framework for strategic plans in which student-teachers can recover their agency.

The last word Lucas uses to define his professional self is love.

Y la última, yo creo que es, yo creo que es un amor por mis estudiantes, un amor por el inglés, yo creo sobre todo a través de los años, el inglés se convirtió en una herramienta de trabajo, pero ya no lo es. Mi inglés es un asunto ya constitutivo, en la manera de mi ADN cultural entonces ya como que, yo veo el inglés como una manera de extender ese amor. 5

Here, although scholars such as Kaur, Yuen, and Kaur (2011) claim that an effective teacher needs to master at least two types of basic knowledge: content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge, being the former an extension of disciplinary knowledge, Lucas adds one big relevant category of personal pedagogical knowledge. For Lucas, love is embedded in his own self. As such, this category is not conceived in the North/Western canon of professional identity or pedagogy. Therefore, Lucas’ envisions and enacts a more human language pedagogy in which to be human is to exist with and for others (Latini, 2009), a claim in which teaching “must involve a love of the world and of other human beings” (Shakouri & Ogholgol, 2013).

My Conversation with Patrick

Patrick is a teacher of English who currently works for a public university in Bogotá, Colombia. Patrick has more than 20 years of experience and has worked in various BA

5 The last one is love. I think it is love for my students, love for English. Above all, I believe English became a working tool through the years, but it is not anymore. My English is already a constitutive issue. It is my cultural DNA. It influences how I see English as a way to extend that love.
programs. Patrick has recently been working on opening an intercultural path for those student-teachers who wish to learn to teach the language. In our conversation, Patrick shared his experience as a teacher of English with me, arguing that he has witnessed the adoption of different methodological perspectives to educate future teachers for several years. Such perspectives have moved from an interest in applying a task-based approach to now being interested in exercising intercultural pedagogies to promote a globalized agenda in ELT.

From our conversation, Patrick evidences his frustration: “teaching is a complex task, [...] it is at times frustrating”, he states. Frustration results from the hegemonic impositions that have emerged as teaching parameters in the educational context where he has worked for the last 12 years. Certain impositions are especially evident in the implantation of pedagogical discourses.

Bueno, la mayoría de los estudiantes que tenemos en los pregrados de licenciaturas en lenguas, digámoslo así, están en los estratos dos, tres y algunos tendrán estrato cuatro. son estudiantes que vienen con ideales de aprender inglés, más no de ser profesores. Es decir, hay muy pocos que consideran eso como una opción, no lo llamaría vocación. Es complejo a la hora de insistirles en la idea de querer ser docentes o de ver la lengua no solo como eso que van a enseñar. Es decir, ellos quieren aprender y desean hablar y entonces están interesados en el lenguaje, pero en las materias de contenido, relacionadas con pedagogía, didáctica de una lengua, no lo toman en serio.

Patrick shares that some methodological/disciplinary impositions have led him to ethical and intellectual cynicism when he ends up doing what he must. In this respect, Ubilla (2004) claims that “apparently there is only the possibility of accepting the reality as it is, even if it involves marginalization, impoverishment and exclusion” (p. 65). These ideological, methodological, and even practical impositions have distanced teaching practices from the possibility of intercultural dialogue with other types of knowledge external to such impositions.

I believe that at this point, I could refer to a conceptual reference that addresses a notion of decolonial pedagogy in Patrick’s experience. It starts from criticizing some instrumental categories of teaching in which the imperial West’s ideologies and epistemologies (Kumaravadivelu, 2012) are still part of the imagination of those who educate and the ones educated to become English teachers. However, when Patrick narrates to deconstruct the canonical discourse in ELT, not only does he engage in a “deliberate attempt to develop a language of critique that enables colonized peoples to understand their present situation as

---

6 Most of the students in the undergraduate degrees in languages, let us put it like this, are in strata two, three, and some will have stratum four. They are students who come with ideals of learning English but not of being teachers. There are very few who consider teaching as an option; I would not call it a vocation. It is complex when it comes to insisting on becoming teachers or seeing the language not only as what they are going to teach. They want to learn and want to speak, so they are interested in language. However, in content matters related to pedagogy, didactics of a language, they do not take it seriously.
encircled by colonialism and its structural arrangements and cultural logics” (Zavala, 2016, p. 3), but he also reveals his epistemological positioning about language.

In conversing about his experience, Patrick commits to reclaim who he is as a teacher of English.

Desde que yo empecé a ser docente me motivó mucho el cambiar prácticas que tenían docentes conmigo. Entonces yo tuve profesores en la Universidad y uno siempre los considera buenos y malos. Cuando comencé a enseñar me di cuenta de que para ser profesor uno no tiene que ser ni bueno ni malo, sino tiene que ser lo que debe ser, que es, tratar de formar a personas. A veces recuerdo las palabras de un rector de un colegio donde trabajé que decía: “lo importante no es llegar, dictar su materia e irse” Dejar el contenido ahí, creo que la mayoría basta de pronto lo hacemos. Tengo una concepción de la docencia, lo importante es formar personas y a mí me interesa formar personas, y en la universidad lo que les digo es “formar personas y profesionales” y formar personas y profesionales son como esa concepción de que deben ser personas íntegras que le aporten a la sociedad. Yo me veo como eso, como una persona que trata de aportar a la sociedad al máximo.

Patrick’s positioning is quite relevant if we want to portray pedagogies otherwise. To reach any level of pedagogy that distances itself from North/Western influences, we must first “decolonize our minds” (Phillipson, 2008, p. 39), and therefore identify hegemonic impositions of English (Macedo, 2017). As such, I believe Patrick’s doing reflects this, but it also reflects his pedagogical purpose. Interestingly, I could then refer not to a functional pedagogy embedded into positivist rationality but to a more fragmentary pedagogy that emerges from a holistic logie of knowing (Ortiz & Salcedo, 2014) in which closed, rigid, and dominant dogmatic discourses are put down through Patrick’s professional agency.

To give closure to my conversation with Patrick, I must say that I understand his language pedagogy as one that configures “horizons of theorizing, thinking, doing, being, feeling, looking and listening - individually and collectively - towards the decolonial” (Walsh, 2013, p. 67). As his pedagogy confronts the monologue of modern/Western/colonial reason in ELT, there is an evident insurgency and intervention that encourages the transgression and displacement of ontological, epistemic impositions that have been present in teaching practices till now.

7 Since I started teaching, I was very motivated to change practices that teachers had with me. So I had professors at the university, and you always consider them good and bad. When I started teaching, I realized that to be a teacher, you do not have to be good or bad. You have to be what you should be, which is, try to train people. Sometimes I remember the words of a principal of a school where I worked who said: “the important thing is not to arrive, dictate your subject and leave.” Leave the content there. I think most of us do it suddenly. I have a conception of teaching; the important thing is to educate people, and I am interested in educating people. In the university, what I tell them is “to educate people and professionals” and to educate people and professionals are like that conception that they should be people of integrity who contribute to society. I see myself as that, as a person who tries to contribute to society to the maximum.
Conclusions

No language pedagogy is neutral. Therefore, as no “approach towards ELT is free of ideology” (Benesch 1993, p. 707), this study also poses ideological and epistemological conclusions that have to be regarded as initiators of a more profound discussion in the field. Furthermore, the conclusions presented hereafter do not intend to serve as local guidelines to decolonize language pedagogy. However, these should function as a bridge for those who, as I, are interested in investigating the establishment of a global narrative of English language supremacy and hegemony (Macedo, 2017) in Colombian ELT. Therefore, the following conclusions configure my liberatory act as a teacher-researcher (Freire, 1998).

Language pedagogy in the Colombian ELT context emphasizes the acquisition of linguistics and procedural knowledge of the language. Unquestionably, not only has this led to a “de-professionalization of language teachers who become consumers rather than producers of knowledge” (Granados-Beltrán, 2018, p. 179), but it has also provoked a universalization of pedagogy in which Colombian teachers of English have become carriers of specific political and strategic intent (not always necessarily consciously). They have served to maintain the colonial architecture of English language teaching in which pedagogy is a colonial political praxis (Madge, Raghuram, & Noxolo, 2009). However, as narratives shared in this study hold it up, language pedagogy also implies constant care for the other. For instance, Lucas evidenced that teaching is about listening to others; it is about loving.

Language pedagogy, seen from the conversations with Patrick, challenges dominant structures of knowledge production. Although the imposition of methods and methodologies over ELT teaching has legitimized a very narrow range of knowledge, most of it instrumental, Patrick evidenced that his pedagogical practice is imbued with decolonial strategies that intend to enable his agency as a teacher of English. We learn that to achieve a closer look at how language pedagogies can become decolonial strategies, it is necessary to change the set of relations that marginalize the language teaching practice from our language and learning conceptions. Then, we must wonder what our theory of language is in order to enact our conception of language and make it evident in pedagogical activities that carry our own epistemic beliefs. It is relevant that we know how it happens in class and to what extent language and learning turn into what Mignolo’ (2007) labels as a grammar of decoloniality. As a result, it could be possible or at least feasible to dismantle binaries and hegemonic practices that determine academic knowledge in the ELT field that have imprisoned our own identities as English language teachers. After all, education is a modern institution that, regardless of what our ethical stances are, can install oppression (Patel, 2019).
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